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Global Investing Opportunities for 2016 
Crisis 2.0? Not Yet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you everybody for tuning in todayWe obviously have very volatile markets this year, many investors are fatigued already and what I want to do today is provide some context and, importantly, confirm that this is a year where a lot of mistakes will be made by emotional investors. That’s just the nature of volatility – it always produces heightened emotion and poor investment decsions.
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AGENDA 

• 2015 RETROSPECTIVE 
 
• 2016 OUTLOOK: NEW REALITIES AND RESPONSES 
 
• QUESTIONS … 
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STRONG RETURNS IN 2015: 
WHAT WORKED … AND WHAT DIDN’T? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very good year, run through numbersNever like to emphasize short-term performance, but this was another year where “big mistakes” were made and another year where we avoided those for our clients so it’s representative of our styleWorked – Stayed diversified, we wrote extensively about the nature of commodity bear markets – that they tend to be long-lasting affairsDidn’t Work – Overstayed our welcome in China – but still finished up for the year in that positionBut net-net, a very good year for our clients



New Realities 
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CENTRAL BANK POLICY: SO MUCH NEGATIVITY 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Public Enemy Number One --- ZIRP and now NIRPMore than $7 trillion of government bonds offered yields below zero globally as of Monday, making up about 29 percent of the Global Developed Sovereign Bond Index. The total is poised to swell further after Japan’s 10-year yield went below zero for the first time on record on Tuesday
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CURRENCY VOLATILITY HAS SOARED SINCE 2008 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Given all this policy stimulus on the monetary side, it is no surprise that currency volatility has soared since the financial crisis.I wrote a piece on this late last year and quoted an old Japanese proverb states that “many a false step was made by standing still.” So it is with currency exposures in investor portfolios.Consider the recent experience of Brazilian, Russian and even Canadian investors, to name a few countries with steeply depreciating exchange rates. By electing to remain invested in their domestic currency, they have all experienced a steep “loss” in their own global purchasing power, even if nominal values held up. An ostensibly conservative position has cost them dearly.So welcome to the new, hyperglobalized world, with central banks trying to outdo the effects of one another by plunging into a universe of quantitative easing and negative interest rates – it’s all driven currency volatility much higher and makes that such an important component of investment strategy. As many will know, our firm very much views currency exposures as an active decision and spends a lot of time positioning portfolios with the right currency allocations.
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CHINA SLOWING: NOTHING NEW HERE FOLKS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart shows China’s slowdown which has inspired repeated calls for an economic crash.But the slowdown in China’s economic growth is hardly new. The chart shows that is has been five years and more in the making and it has been primarily concentrated in the heavy industrial and construction sectors. The services sector has been very robust.For investors, the natural worry is whether equity prices can rise even as the economy keeps slowing. This is the wrong question. Headline GDP data is not what investors should focus on right now (besides, high economic growth is not always correlated to rising stock markets). The most important facts about China today are not the problems of slowing growth and high leverage. Rather they are the drive to regain China’s status as a major global power, and financial liberalization. Importantly, China needs a better financial system as it moves from the resource mobilization stage of growth (where the main job was to invest as much as possible to build up infrastructure and basic industry) to the resource efficiency stage (where the job is to maximize the return on investment). Therefore, over the next several years China will see slower but better growth—thanks to reduced capital waste (less capital misallocation on infrastructure spending, less corruption, less unproductive debt). On balance, this shift is positive for asset prices.
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COMMODITY PRICES 
FACT: LONG SLIDES FOLLOW BIG JUMPS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart shows a longer term view on commodity prices. And what we all have to recognize is that commodity prices went through a very typical secular bull market – rising demand amidst constrained supply in the early 2000s was met with a surge in capital spending. This is now going in reverse and will very likely last a long time. First, commodities are long-trending markets. If past is prologue, it would be extremely rare to have a short-lived decline. Prices tend to rise and fall at regular decade-plus intervals. Why should the cyclical rhythm speed up now? Secondly, country and regional dynamics of the global oil market have changed. Saudi Arabia will continue to pump at maximum output, whether for geopolitical reasons or to eliminate competitive threats from shale oil. That leaves the US and other marginal operators as the new swing producers, who will increase output at any sign of a rise in prices. So it’s all about supply here.In 1985 -2005, oil bounced between US $25 and US $50 (in today‘s prices). A similar period beckons.



Outlook 
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MARKETS AT A CRITICAL JUNCTURE: GLOBAL CRISIS 2.0? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Market is very polarized and has framed a global debate – whether we are heading for credit crunch 2.0 or not? By far, the bearish camp is much larger and more visible in media. And we have widespread reports of investors heading for the exits – whether measuring that through the retail crowd or professional investment manager cohort. The problem is that betting the farm on either scenario is a dangerous proposition and that sets investors up for big mistakes.However, I want to provide some perspective to clients and weigh in on the debate because our investment team believes there are some important things that have been missed.Most recent commentary we have read suggests that January’s turmoil can be blamed on either the slowdown in China or the fear of an impending US recession. But let us suggest an alternative: these are red herrings. First, on China: who did not expect a slowdown? The decline in the Renminbi has been very small. If we want to have an intellectually consistent discussion, then let’s talk about the Eurozone, Japan or even Canada – all who have seen far more dramatic currency moves and global financial markets barely raised an eyelid.As for the US, a recession in the world’s biggest economy would undeniably be very bad news for global risk assets. However, the US increasingly looks like every other developed economy with weak industrial production, weak manufacturing, weak trade, solid housing, decent domestic consumption and decent domestic service industry growth. And frankly, no data published in the past three months has fundamentally changed that impression.
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LIFE IN THE FAST LANE:  
DRIVING WITH ONLY THE REAR VIEW MIRROR? 
 

Source: Liz Ann Sonders, Schwab. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And almost all of the analysis focuses on what has happened over the last year. This chart is courtesy of Liz Ann Sonders, who spoke at the recent big ETF conference in Florida. Along with yours truly, we were about the only investors who had anything constructive to say about the investment outlook.And I think an important point is that investors are driving with only a view of the rear view mirror. Yes, we are in a cyclical bear market but a lot of the carnage has already taken place. If you are a Canadian energy investor you are licking your wounds right now, if you are living in Brazil the bear market has already been far worse than the financial crisis of 2008.
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OIL / STOCK MARKET CORRELATION:THIS WILL NOT LAST 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart shows the correlation between oil prices and global equity markets which has, over recent months, moved from negative to almost perfectly positive.Even markets like India or Korea, that have traditionally soared on the back of lower oil and commodity prices (as they should since collapsing commodity prices correspond to a dramatic improvement in their terms of trade) have lately become positively correlated to oil prices.Why is this happening? Because Investors have been treating the decline in oil prices as a leading indicator of weakness in global demand, even though it is much more of an over-supply story. This view is reinforced by the always immediate appearance of the downside of collapsing oil prices in the regions and sectors that experience difficulties. And, it is evident in market action. Consider the flip side: cheap oil is a very powerful stimulant for global growth. This always becomes more apparent as the positive impact on global consumption, investment and liquidity materializes over time. 
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MASSIVE WEALTH TRANSFER UNDERWAY: 
US RECESSIONS SIGNALED BY RISING OIL PRICE, NOT FALLING 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also consider this chart, which shows the oil price with shaded areas for US recession. Remarkably, falling oil prices have never correctly predicted an economic downturn. On all recent occasions when the oil price has at least halved, faster global growth followed. Conversely, every global recession in the past 50 years has been preceded by a sharp increase in oil prices.A tectonic wealth transfer is now underway. Because the world burns 34 billion barrels of oil every year, a US$10 bbl fall in the oil price shifts roughly US$340bn from oil producers to consumers. Thus, the enormous price fall since August 2014 will easily redistribute more than $2 trillion annually to oil consumers, providing a bigger income boost than the combined US and Chinese fiscal stimulus in 2009. 
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HIGH YIELD ROUT: NOT AN ECHO OF SUB-PRIME 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, to be sure, there is going to be some serious carnage in the energy patch. Last week, the CEO of the world’s largest money manager warned that up to 300 oil companies will default in the coming year. So far, high yield spreads have only widened because the market has had to deal with redemptions and not soaring bankruptcies. The pain is not near over. But a lot of people are saying the fall of high yield is a harbinger of the end of the economic cycle, the end of the recovery, the end of the credit cycle. We don’t believe that is the case.��One, the US recovery didn't start for a few years because they had to get out from under all that leverage. And typically, cycles end on too much optimism, when the business sector has invested too much and hired too much. And outside of maybe some unicorns in San Francisco, it's hard to make that case for the overall economy in the U.S., that folks are too optimistic. More importantly, contagion risk has lessened substantially. Most capital raised in the energy sector was in the corporate bond market (and not bank loans). Reforms since the GFC mean that the banking sector is far less involved in market-making activity and the share of corporate bonds held by banks has been reduced by 50% since 2008. With bank balance sheets less exposed, corporate bond tremors are less likely to initiate tightening credit standards, a contraction in the money supply and a broader financial crisis. So we don’t think that what’s happening in high yield is an end of cycle phenomenon but more of an idiosyncratic development, primarily related to oil.
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COMPARING MORTGAGES TO HIGH YIELD: 
REMEMBER SIZE MATTERS 
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GLOBAL CENTRAL BANK STIMULUS: NOT NEAR OVER 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recent developments and comments out of policymaking circles, not least of which is the Davos World Economic Forum meeting last month, indicates broad support for further stimulus.Here we see the QE programs of various central banks. And, if you focus on the latest round of QE on the right hand side from the European central bank, it gives an indication of just how large stimulus will be.  The ECB has now extended its QE program to an unprecedented 14% of the Eurozone’s annual GDP. At that level, the central bank is buying roughly three times the net total bonds issued by all the Eurozone governments during the QE period. For comparison, the Fed’s QE program was far below those levels, never buying more bonds than their Treasury issued. Looking ahead, most have obsessed over whether the Eurozone is “turning Japanese”. For those in the money making business this has little value – the primary concern is what the ECB and other world central banks, including the Bank of Canada, will do to respond to deteriorating economic conditions.
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INVESTOR SENTIMENT: 
EXTREME PESSIMISM OFTEN LEADS TO BIG GAINS 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We track a variety of sentiment and behavioural models.Might be the most important chart that I show today.
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GLOBAL RISK MANAGEMENT AND OPPORTUNITIES 

• CANADA: EXPECT A LONG BEAR MARKET 
 
• GOVERNMENT DEBT RALLY NEAR OVER, YIELDS 

ATTRACTIVE ELSEWHERE 
 

• EMERGING MARKET EQUITY SELL-OFF: OPPORTUNITY 
 

• CHINA: NOT CRASHING, BUY ASIAN CURRENCIES 
 

• HEDGE DOWNSIDE RISKS WITH GLOBAL DIVERSIFICATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We write on a variety of risks and opportunities, all of which are available on our website under the header “Global Thinking”
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2016: REMAIN DIVERSIFIED AND DISCIPLINED 

• BOTTOM LINE: THE ENVIRONMENT FOR 2016 WILL BE BRUTAL ON EMOTIONAL 
INVESTORS. “BIG MISTAKES” WILL BE MADE. 

 
• HIGH VOLATILITY ALWAYS SHAKES OUT EMOTIONAL INVESTORS. NOW IS THE 

TIME TO STAY FOCUSED AND DISCIPLINED.  
 

• WE HAVE BEEN TAKING ON RISK AGAIN THIS YEAR.  “UPSIDE RISK” IS VERY 
HIGH NOW. 
 

• STAY GLOBALLY DIVERSIFIED AND FOCUSED ON LONG-TERM “SUPER TRENDS”.   
 
• BAD NEWS PROMPTS CENTRAL BANKS TO BECOME DOVISH.  THIS, WE BELIEVE, 

WILL HAPPEN AT THE VERY LEAST ONE MORE TIME.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



QUESTIONS? 
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